Clubhouse security
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By G. V. MARLATT, CCM
Manager, Northmoor CC, Highland Park, Ill.

All too often country club security is at its best immediately after a pro shop robbery, a missing wallet in the mens lockerroom or an unexplained food cost increase of over 20 per cent.

Often, we find that this security takes the form of protecting our clubs from the outsider or total stranger, but I hope to also delve into what I consider "legitimate invasion" by an outsider, as well as "internal theft and pilferage."

Nothing detracts a would-be thief more than an abundance of light. Power companies will be quick to tell you that this is a most economical form of security. Bathing the pro shop with floodlights, both inside and outside, will help to
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As a long time professional, I have probably "played" more courses around the country than any dozen golfers put together. However, my game was always played at night, and I was shooting for loot instead of birdies. I was a professional burglar. My specialty, country club "knock offs."

Even though I made a good living at this for 15 years, I could never claim any monopoly on the racket, or even much originality. Country clubs offer certain attractions that manyburglars find almost impossible to ignore. Most obvious is the fact that they contain a great deal of valuable merchandise that can be easily converted into cash. A pro shop can yield a
deter break-ins, as will entrance lights over every entry to your club, from sunset until the employees have begun their work day. Parking lots, swimming pools, grounds sheds, and off-location buildings can all benefit from this inexpensive form of protection.

While on this subject, most supermarkets and other establishments have found that placing the safe where it can be seen through a window from the outside, and illuminating it, will help to deter would-be safe crackers. If the safe is small, embedding it in concrete or welding the entire safe to structural steel will also make removal much harder.

It is also a good idea to keep only a small amount of money, in several locations where needed, and make a few more trips to the bank than to have all the club's cash in one location.

If cash registers are used in your club, it is best to remove the cash at night, place it in a safe, and leave the register drawer open with a light nearby. This will save the inconvenience of having a damaged register on the morning following a break-in.

One of the easiest ways of deterring most "outside" crime in the club can be accomplished by challenging all strangers seen in or around the club. Inform your club employees, through group meetings, who works in all departments. Then, if a stranger is seen in the basement or locker room or pro shop, he will feel that your staff knows an outsider and will hinder his "casing the joint" as well as his unauthorized later entry.

It is also a good idea to inform your employees that only employees who work in the locker rooms and pro shop will be permitted in those areas.

It is not unusual, when holding a "post mortem" after a locker room theft that many employees had seen people they did not recognize, in the locker room on that day. Teach your employees to know their members, know who works in their departments, and to keep other employees small fortune in clubs, balls, sportswear, accessories and money. Lockers are good for more clubs, more money and sometimes, jewelry.

Just as attractive from the burglar's point of view, golf courses are set in pleasant rural surroundings—happily devoid of pedestrian traffic and difficult for the police to keep an eye on. As a rule, they are also easy to enter. The locks are none too sturdy and many places don't even have an alarm system or a regularly assigned watchman.

Every year more thieves are taking advantage of such weak points and turning their larcenous attention to golf. I've known some men who worked in garhs and used a truck. When they found a club especially wide open, they would strip the pro shop and the clubhouse right down to the last tee.

While I always preferred to work alone, I sometimes teamed up with another burglar named Herman whose job it was to case the clubhouses and figure out how we'd get in and what we'd take!

One problem was that Herman looked like a burglar. He had a jaw like a cigar-box and a wicked squint that just didn't go over very well with timid types. But even more of a handicap was his notion of proper golfing attire: argyle socks, plus fours, raglan sweater, a cap with two-inch checks "an' don't tell me no different."

Damon Runyon would have loved him.

When Herman waltzed up to a clubhouse in those plus fours everything stopped. As conspicuous and bungling as he was, though, he always found out what we wanted to know. And, when we returned at night we generally got what we were after.

A typical job was one we pulled at a club in New Jersey. Herman had cased the place and made a favorable analysis: no alarm system, no watchman and nothing but a spring-type lock on the pro shop door. This meant we could either kick the
and delivery men out of the lockerroom and you will be well on the way to sound lockerroom security.

All head lockerroom men should lock all open lockers while the members and guests are on the course, and reopen them for the person following the round of golf. While inconvenient to the member to ask to have it reopened, he will appreciate this security.

Another form of low cost security in clubs can be accomplished by placing mirrors at the ends of the lockerroom so that a locker man working in a shower or shoe room can observe persons entering or leaving the "back entrance."

Not all theft in a lockerroom, clubhouse or bar can be attributed to the "outsider," however. Some form of security must exist against the outsider whom you invite into your club each day as a delivery man, repair man, or salesman.

One central place of delivery is the best form of security, with a receiving clerk for all deliveries. This person can then record all deliveries, and take them to the departments involved without the outsider going past the delivery entrance.

Repair men can be asked to wait until the maintenance man or department head is summoned, and then accompany the man to the area where his services are required in the clubhouse.

Salesmen can be told to report to one area in the club, and remain there until summoned by a manager, a chef, or department head—and not be allowed to roam around the club.

Milk men who are permitted to make deliveries to the kitchen and remove cases or empty milk cans only invite theft, as the empty container can well conceal a pound of butter, a ham, or a few steaks.

Informing delivery men of the authorized persons who may sign delivery tickets, and sending a copy to his company, will discourage leaving cases of liquor door open or trip the lock with a strip of celluloid. Had there been security frames on the windows and a solid lock on the door we probably would have passed it up.

We waited until two in the morning parked our car in the club's lot and made short, simple work of the pro shop's lock. It took about 10 minutes to pick out everything we wanted and pile it in the middle of the floor. Then we borrowed a couple of electric golf cars and drove the stuff out to our car.

The safe we had to leave behind. Some burglars double as safecrackers, but "busting a pete" is an art I never mastered. I once tried to cut one open with a torch—and all I got for my pains was a puddle of melted silver and a stack of banknotes charred beyond redemption. In my business you develop a tolerance for "hot" money, but this was ridiculous!

Many country clubs, however, make it easy for characters like me by installing small, portable safes or the wall types that can be carried away and beaten open with a sledge hammer. Club managers could reduce the danger of safe-cracking 90 per cent simply by installing heavier safes and taking advantage of the club's built-in protection. Because of location, golfing burglars usually have to park their getaway cars some distance from the clubhouse. They count on making three or four trips for their loot—but you can't split a 500-pound safe into more than one trip. And even the strongest burglars can't carry a load like that across soft ground.

By concentrating mainly on merchandise, I did fairly well. But burglary is like any other business, and very much like golf—there are certain hazards, and on more than one occasion I was sorely tempted to go straight.

You think a water hazard is tough when you're trying to slam across it into the teeth of a 20-mile head wind? Well, you should try walking across one on a
with any person he might see at the club. It will also prevent deliveries arriving too early or too late for their being put away for safe keeping by persons who have access to such storage facilities.

Internal theft, pilferage, and petty stealing on the part of club employees, like in any business today, has reached an all time high because of the lessening of standards as far as morality is concerned.

Let me explain this by saying that most employees no longer feel it stealing to take a bottle of soft drink because they know it only costs the club pennies. They also feel you give the members razor blades, hair tonic, deodorant, combs, brushes, shaving cream and other toilet articles. You expect them to be neat and clean, so what is wrong with taking a can of shaving cream or a comb home once in a while?

When there are lots of desserts left over after a Sunday night buffet, wouldn't a lemon cream pie spoil if it were kept in the ice box until Tuesday? Hundreds of bar glasses are broken each season in the club, and yet a waitress only wants four of each kind for a home bar she is building in her basement? With four hundred letters going out on a mailing, why couldn't I put my three letters through the postage meter too?

These are the questions that employees ask in our new "morality," but they account for hundreds and thousands of dollars loss in clubs each year. Yet, you would think twice about firing a person in today's depleting labor market if he was caught for such a small theft.

These practices can be discouraged, and the temptations removed, if you will think in terms of your employees and then see what you can do for them to remove such temptations. Give your employees' lockerrooms or dormitory the same articles for use as you supply for your members with the understanding that they will continue there as long as
they are not removed for personal use.

Let them feel that these things are available without their having to steal them or go into a lockerroom to use them.

Let your employees have a soft drink anytime they want it, but make them SIGN FOR IT, just as a member does. Then, if any employee abuses the privilege he can be dealt with individually.

The morale of the employees will be better if they know they can have a soft drink or a dish of ice cream without having to steal it. Give your unused pastries, rolls to your employees on a Sunday night to take home, but make such leftovers available to all, on a sharing basis, and be sure to provide them with "package slips" to get out of the door.

Let your employees purchase from the club such items as glassware, liquor, etc. on a COST BASIS and perhaps they will not feel they are entitled to them. When changing glassware styles, make the old glassware available to the employees at "bargain prices" rather than storing it in areas where they will feel you never use it. Let them know you feel they are honest and would rather operate by the rules. On the other hand, don't make the rules so outrageous as to be comical or so harsh as to create temptation.

Nothing of course can help more in the area of club security than a receiving clerk or storeroom man and a night watchman. But, all too often the laxity of the employee might only invite the intrusion of the club by outsiders. If the storeroom man does not "count, weigh, or see the merchandise," store it under lock and key until he disburses it, and record it, then you may as well save his salary.

A watchman who does not have a time clock, and a programmed round to punch which includes all areas of the club might better be replaced by a toy poodle! Flexibility in his rounds must be built in so that observers will not be able to predict his pattern of patrolling, and a dis-

The club hustler depends entirely on the carelessness of individual golfers: Those who don't bother to secure their lockers when they are out on the course; Those who stack their clubs in a corner and go off for refreshments before tackling the last nine, and those who leave everything in their unlocked cars while socializing in the clubhouse.

On tournament days, when there are lots of golfers and plenty of non-participants all over the place, there are bound to be one or two club hustlers in the crowd. Frequently they work in pairs. One of their favorite techniques is to enter a lockerroom posing as strangers. While one goes through lockers, dumping everything of value into his golf bag, the other acts as a lookout. If a player sees what is happening and tries to stop it, the...
charged employee cannot tell someone in a tavern exactly how he makes his rounds. He should maintain a Log of license numbers observed in the parking areas each night, so that, in case of a break-in, these could be checked out. He might also learn when the local police are in the area, and invite them in for coffee at times. Their occasional appearance will deter many a would-be thief.

Since I had the opportunity of reading my companion's story before I wrote mine, I must say that he must have been behind bars for a few years now. If he were to enter most pro shops today he would find some surprises awaiting him. Confidence men today present one of the big threats to the professional, for in his endeavor to be of service to the member, quite often he can be had.

Lockers no longer yield the cash they used to, for in our "cashless society," money has all but disappeared. Most clubs today can hardly cash a $100 check for a member because we do not keep much money on hand. Golf clubs are usually removed by the car man and taken directly to the shop, or to the guest rack after a round of golf. While parking lots are still loaded with unlocked cars containing golf clubs, cameras, and other valuables, these become the members' responsibility and not the clubs. We do however patrol this area to discourage theft.

But try as I may, I do not think we have any security for a person who might decide to steal two of our greens or 18 of the cups. But if night sprinkler men could be authorized to carry a 12 gauge shotgun I am sure a person attempting such an act would leave the premises with more than 18 holes!

About The Author: G. V. "Jerry" Marlatt has worked "part time" during his early years as a club employee, for the Pinkerton Detective Agency. For 10 points to ponder, see page 110.
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**BROADCAST SPREADER / SEEDER**

*Saves Time, Materials —Slashes Labor Costs*

Here's the Cyclone that does almost every spreading and seeding job—up to 5 times faster than drop-type spreaders. Sows seed, spreads fertilizers, granular pesticides, soil conditioners . . . even ice melters on walks and parking lots. Fan-type spreading disc uniformly broadcasts materials in swath up to 8′ wide. No streaks, gaps, or double overlaps!

Write us about smaller Cyclone Hand Broadcasters for putting greens; or big-capacity Cyclone Spreaders for fairways. We'll send literature and full information—free.

*Broadcast it with a Cyclone . . . it's the results that count!*

**THE CYCLONE SEEDER CO., INC.**

Dept. 60, Urbana, Indiana 46990

For more information circle number 171 on card
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**Ten Points to Ponder**

1. When was the last time you changed the locks in your club?
2. Who is responsible for locking every door in your club at the end of the day or seeing they are locked?
3. Who is the first person to see anyone entering your front door, back door, locker room, pro shop, and grounds department?
4. Are the Employees of your club assigned a parking area if they "live in" or leave late at night?
5. Who is the head receiving man in your club?
6. Who set up the "rounds" schedule for your watchman and who checks the "clock dials" when they are changed?
7. Where does a member put his clubs if he arrives after the locker room or pro shop is closed or before it opens?
8. Who has the "master" key to the lockers in your lockerroom?
9. Could you eliminate any of the entrances to your club property?
10. How many break-ins, robberies, and unsolvable thefts have you had in the past five years?

While these will not eliminate your problems, just thinking about them may give you a start at better club security.
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Miller Sprinkling Systems

Division of A. J. Miller, Inc.

1320 North Campbell Road, Royal Oak, Michigan

313, 398-2233

40 years of experience in designing and installing irrigation systems.
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**WM. Newcomb, Associates**

Golf Course Architects

321 S. Main • Ann Arbor, Mich.

663-3064 PHONE 665-3226
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**Golfdom**